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Did you know?  
In 2018, Montreal ranked 41st among 
the Top Global Fashion Capitals, up 13 
spots from the previous year. Montreal 
also topped Vancouver and Toronto in 
this 12th annual list by Global Language 
Monitor.
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Textile manufacturers

Textile, clothing and footwear wholesalers/distributors 

Footwear manufacturers

Sport, hobby and musical instrument retailers

Clothing manufacturers

Clothing and fashion accessory retailers 

Department stores

82,540 
jobs

Industry portrait

Job distribution by fashion sub-sectors Montreal CMA, 
2016

21 %

3 %

19 %41 %

9 %
6 % 1 %

in Quebec’s fashion sector, 58% of which 
work in the Greater Montreal area

in the fashion sector across Quebec 

Nearly half of Canada’s manufacturing 
jobs in the fashion industry are in 
Quebec. Montreal ranks 3rd in clothing 
manufacturing in North America after 
New York and Los Angeles

total sales for manufacturing goods and 
wholesale distribution in Quebec, not 
including retail sales04

1,846 
establishments

48 % 
of  Canadian production

8 
billion dollars

Sources: 
“Analysis of labour requirements and vocational training to employment in the fashion sector,” CEM report, 2017
“Report on the fashion and clothing working group,” 2013
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Education
and research

Production et
suppliers

Distribution, 
buyers and promotion

Transportation 
and logistics

Government

Research
and development

Specialists and
consultants

Associations and 
support agencies

ITC, tools, e-commerce, 
supply chain management

A rich ecosystem of diverse players contribute to the 
industry’s growth

The fashion industry is a diverse and dynamic 
ecosystem featuring players that cover a range of 
sub-sectors — from clothing, textiles and shoes to 
leather goods, furs and accessories.  

Quebec’s fashion industry boasts an impressive 
array of companies working in the sector’s four 
key pillars: design, manufacturing, wholesale & 
distribution, and retail.

05
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The mmode Cluster 
at a glance

mission  
mmode is a non-profit organisation with the mission of bringing together players 
of Quebec’s fashion industry, including from its four main pillars: designers, 
manufacturers, wholesalers-distributors and retailers. mmode also has the mandate 
to create business and innovation synergies, and so contribute to improving the 
competitiveness and growth of this ecosystem.

vision
mmode strives to be a world-leading business cluster, while positioning Montreal as 
one of the top global fashion cities by promoting the region’s fashion knowledge and 
talent for innovation. 

mandate
To carry out its mission, mmode mobilizes and coordinates fashion industry players 
around four strategic areas of focus, with the objective of identifying and implementing 
concrete solutions to answer the industry’s most pressing challenges.

story 
Founded in 2015, the mmode Cluster was born from a longstanding desire 
among various fashion industry stakeholders in Quebec to join forces and create 
an organization that would act as the sector’s main platform for collaboration and 
exchange. 

06

about business clusters, in a few words
Business clusters bring together key players in industries whose activities play a vital 
role in a city or region’s economic growth, development and reach. They are formed 
primarily to rally different stakeholders to achieve shared and structured goals. 
Their role involves coordination, information gathering and sharing, promotion, and 
encouraging and supporting competitiveness. Each business cluster has its own 
strategic areas of focus based on the specific needs of the industry it represents.
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The year 2018 in 
numbers for the 
mmode Cluster

as of  December 31, 2018 in mmode meetings and events, 96% of 
whom came from the private sector 

contributed funding for mmode operations: 
the Montreal Metropolitan Community, the 
Government of Quebec and the Government 
of Canada (through Canada Economic 
Development for Quebec Regions)

with mmode managing a budget of $1.5 
million in 2018

250 
mmode member companies

990 
participants

3 
levels of government

40% 
of revenue from the private sector 

On April 17, 2018, more than 165 members and employees met at the Lamour Group Head Office to attend the mmode Cluster’s 
2018 AGM. Credit: Arianne Bergeron



Message from the Honourable
Navdeep Bains

Quebec’s fashion industry is transforming. 

From major investments in R&D, the use of new technology – 
including digital technology – and innovation, to intelligent textiles 
and new ways of interacting with consumers, there are numerous 
challenges. That is why an organization like mmode is essential. Its 
actions are designed to help bring Quebec SMEs into a position of 
competitive advantage on foreign markets, including by supporting 
their marketing efforts and providing them with the tools they need 
to increase their competitiveness. 

Success continues to be achieved, and the future looks bright. 
I applaud the global presence of Quebec’s creators, who are 
ambassadors for the expertise and uniqueness of Quebec fashion. 

Congratulations to the many people who showcase Quebec’s 
fashion industry throughout the world, and best of luck to mmode in 
its future endeavours. 

Navdeep Bains
Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, and the 
minister responsible for the economic development of Canada in 
Quebec regions 

08
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Message from Ministers 
Pierre Fitzgibbon and Chantal Rouleau

Pierre Fitzgibbon  
Minister of Economy and Innovation 

Chantal Rouleau
Minister for Transport, and the minister responsible for the metropolis 
and Montreal region 
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Quebec’s fashion industry brings together a large, diversified pool of successful businesses operating in the 
fields of manufacturing, design, marketing and product distribution. 

In the face of globalization, Quebec’s fashion sector has restructured itself by adopting new business models, 
thus placing it at the forefront of emerging trends and attracting an increasing number of world-class players. 
Moreover, like major North American cities such as New York and Los Angeles, Montreal has shaped its fashion 
brand image, especially with its new signature, #mtlstyle.

The Metropolitan Fashion Cluster (mmode Cluster) will continue to play an active role among future generations 
and support local entrepreneurs, namely by leveraging its new accelerator, En mode croissance, the objective 
of which is to showcase the know-how of Quebec businesses.

The Quebec government is proud to support mmode Cluster, which has a mobilizing influence on industry 
members by fostering the creativity and talent of its artisans, creators and designers.

We recognize the efforts mmode has invested as well as its commitment to generating direct economic 
benefits for businesses in this sector.
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Renowned for its sense of innovation, Montreal has numerous 
assets that contribute to making it an international fashion 
hub. 

Made up of exceptionally talented artisans, Montreal’s fashion 
industry plays an essential role in the cultural outreach and 
economic development of our metropolis. IIt represents a 
very special showcase for Montreal’s notorious creativity.  

I am thrilled to see the Metropolitan Fashion Cluster play this 
unifying role in enhancing the competitiveness and growth 
of Quebec’s fashion industry. Its contribution to Montreal’s 
know-how and its role as a driving force are more important 
than ever for our city to succeed in this rapidly transforming 
field. 

I commend the work of all those who are committed to the 
success of the Cluster and I thank them for their important 
contribution to enhancing our local fashion industry.

Valérie Plante
Chair of Montreal Metropolitan Community 
Mayor of Montreal

Crédit photo : Martin Girard | ShootStudio.ca 

Message from
The Chair of the CMM

10
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Message from the Chair of 
the board of trustees

For four years now, the key players in our sector have been 
invited to gather at the mmode Cluster around one shared 
mission: to ensure the growth and sustainability of our 
industry for future generations. 

Montreal has everything it needs to succeed. Now we must 
work together to face the challenges of our industry—a period 
of scarce skilled workers, fierce international competition, the 
need to invest heavily in the modernization and digitization of 
operations and marketing, the growing need for support, and 
to stimulate entrepreneurship. Thanks to the mobilization of 
the entire fashion industry, we were able to structure concrete 
projects that offer huge benefits for the local community, and 
we will continue to do so moving forward. 

I’d like to take this opportunity to thank our administrators, 
partners and donors for their generosity, for supporting 
the efforts of mmode and for committing themselves to 
these promising initiatives. I would also like to thank the 
250+ organizations in our ecosystem for their support, with 
valuable players who understand the importance of strength 
in numbers and chose to join our Cluster in 2018. 

We thank you for being a part of this collective movement to 
build a strong and sustainable clothing and textile industry. 
Your support will play a vital role as we continue in our mission 
moving forward. 

François Roberge
Chair of the Board of Trustees, mmode
President and CEO, Boutique la Vie en Rose inc.

11
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Thanks to our motivated working group committee members, dedicated directors, generous 
partners and collaborators, and our dynamic permanent team, the mmode Cluster headed up a 
number of successful initiatives over the past year to benefit the entire fashion industry. 

Debbie Zakaib

Executive Director

Message from the 
Executive Director

2018 was a year marked by innovative projects and successful collaborations. We look forward to 
continuing our efforts and building on our achievements in 2019, so we can keep contributing to the 
success and growth of our industry. 

“If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together!” It’s thanks to the dedication of 
members in our dynamic ecosystem that we will come together to position Montreal as a leading 
fashion city on the global stage.

2018 was a notable year … 

- We enjoyed unprecedented momentum during our commercial missions in Las Vegas and Paris, 
which helped to make exporting easier for our participants while contributing to the influence of 
our industry in the international media. 

- We kicked off the first cohort of our accelerator, En mode croissance, which aims to stimulate 
entrepreneurship and innovation in our high potential companies. 

- We launched the #mtlstyle campaign, the new rally cry of our industry, with a long-term strategy 
to increase the notoriety of fashion designed, made and worn locally.  

- We carried out dozens of unifying initiatives with our human resources working group aimed at 
attracting, developing and retaining talent within our ecosystem.   

- We launched mmode.ca, a powerful web platform that is an informative hub for the fashion 
industry and offers exclusive features to our members.  
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The mmode
team
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Mathieu St-Arnaud Lavoie

Deputy Director Market 
Development

Catherine L’Écuyer

Communication and Industry 
Image Working Group 

Coordinator

Adrien Habiyaremye 

Human Ressources Working 
Group Coordinator

We may be a small team at the mmode Cluster Secretariat, but we’re a dedicated one! Every day, 
we initiate, coordinate and participate in initiatives that align with our company’s mission and vision, 
with and for our industry players.  

I’d like to thank our special project collaborators Ophélie Chambily (Las Vegas mission), Ana Marinescu 
(En mode croissance) and Marie-Anne Miljours (#mtlstyle), as well as our trainees Sophie Bernier and 
Frederick Michaud-Rancourt. 

The team would also like to acknowledge the efforts of Jérémie Casavant-Dubois, who worked as 
Strategic Project Manager and Government Relations Assistant at mmode in 2018.

At mmode, our door is always open! All members and collaborators are welcome at our offices, 
located in the heart of Montreal’s Quartier des spectacles.



Thanks to our partners
2018 - 2019

14

Privilege Partners

Sector-based Associations (Connected with the Four Pillars)

Partners — Education and Research Institution

Other Partners

Official Public Partners               Special Projects

Building Members
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Board of Trustees
2018 — 2019

Marilyne Baril, MARIGOLD par Marilyne Baril
David Chagnon, Anne-Marie Chagnon
Olivier Delisle, Trendays
Teresa Eloy, Conseil canadien de la fourrure
Leonard Gorski, Gorski Group
Simon La Rochelle, Royer
Elliot Lifson, Vêtements Peerless

Marco Roy, Cégep Marie-Victorin
Jean-François Sigouin, Les Collections SHAN Inc.
Philippe Dubuc (Linda Tremblay), Conseil des créateurs de 
mode du Québec (CCMQ)
Eric Wazana, Yoga Jeans / Second Clothing, Vêtement Québec

Alexander Artus, Association de l’industrie textile canadienne 
(CTIA)
Claudia Lambert (Cynthia Delisle), Export Québec (MEI)
François Bousquet, Collège LaSalle
Catherine Lavoie (Yves Charette), Communauté métropolitaine de 
Montréal (CMM)
Linda Cyrenne, Comité sectoriel de main-d’œuvre de l’industrie 
textile du Québec (CSMO Textile)
Hélène Chamberland, Ministère de l’Économie et de l’Innovation – 
Québec (MEI)
Denis Falardeau, Association des manufacturiers de chaussures du 
Canada
Louis Gourdeau, Fonds de solidarité FTQ
Paulette Kaci, Vestechpro, Cégep Marie-Victorin

Vice-Chair Secretary Treasurer

Louis Bibeau 
President and CEO

—
Logistik Unicorp

Marie-Eve Faust 
Director and professor

—
École Supérieure de mode 

de L’ESG UQÀM

François Lapierre 
President

—
Claudel Lingerie 
Lilianne Lingerie

François Roberge
President and CEO

—

Boutique la Vie en Rose inc.

Chair

Valérie Martin
Vice President, 

Communications, Culture 
& CSR 

—
ALDO Group

Industry Image 
Working Group

Human Resources 
Working Group

Claude Marchand 
President, Managing 

Director 

—
LCI Education Network 

LaSalle College 

Export 
Working Group

Jean-Philippe Robert
President

—
Quartz Co.

Executive Commitee

Working Group Chairs

Other Board Members

Invited Members
Bob Kirke, Fédération canadienne du vêtement (FCV)
Manuel Champagne (Patricia Lapierre), Détail Québec
Alain Michaud, PwC
Jacek Mlynarek, Groupe CTT  
Odette Nappert, Campus Notre-Dame-de-Foy (CNDF)
Éliane Sfeir (Rose-Marie Tasseroul), Secrétariat à la région 
métropolitaine – Gouvernement du Québec
Demet Tepe, KPMG
Sébastien Thériault, Davies
Léopold Turgeon, Conseil québécois du commerce de détail 
(CQCD)
Donald H. Violette, Direction régionale de l’île de Montréal, Emploi-
Québec
Debbie Zakaib, La Grappe mmode
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Working Group Members
The working group committees are made up of mmode Cluster members dedicated to participating in the 
development of concrete solutions and action plans to answer the most pressing challenges of our industry. 
In 2018, these committees carried out several major initiatives covering industry image, labour, innovation and 
export. 

Would you like to be part of a committee that contributes to the development and implementation of promising 
initiatives in our sector? Contact the mmode team at info@mmode.ca 
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Industry Image 
Working Group

Chaired by Valérie Martin, ALDO Group
 
ALDO Group
Aubainerie
Boutique Evelyne
Cégep Marie-Victorin
Cirque du Soleil
Conseil des créateurs de mode du Québec
Démé Montréal
Diffusion Griff (La Grande Braderie de Mode)
École supérieure de mode ESG UQAM
F.CAPUANO
Fibres Collectives
Francis Mayer Studio
Fur Council of Canada 
Group Sensation Mode (Fashion and Design Festival) 
J3L Lingerie
Kinsu
Lalli
LaSalle College (LCI Éducation)
Le Cartel
Le Coffret de Rachel
Les Poupounes de Luxe
Logistik Unicorp
Lowell MTL
M3 
Maison Elama
MARIGOLD par Marilyne Baril
Miljours Studio
Minister of Economy and Innovation
Mode Avant Première (Fashion Preview)
Nil Apparel
Philippe Dubuc
Quartier Artisan
Quartz Co.
Second Clothing (Yoga Jeans - Boulder Denim)
SegSea
Sid Lee
Sigma Mode
Stefanka Technologies
TVA Publications
Telus
Tribu Expérientiel
Unfold Media 
Vêtement Québec 
Ville de Montréal
VROY Communications

Human Resources 
Working Group

Chaired by Claude Marchand,  
LaSalle College (LCI Education)  

Campus Notre-Dame-de-Foy (CNDF)
Cégep Marie-Victorin
Certex Canada
CFP Compétences 2000
Cirque du Soleil
Collège Durocher St-Lambert
Confections Stroma
CSMO TEXTILE
Détail Québec
École des Métiers des Faubourgs
École supérieure de mode ESG UQAM
Emploi-Québec
Ethik BGC
Francis Mayer Studio
Groupe Dynamite
Groupe Mark Edwards
Groupe Millésime
HansBrands
Höldur
Innotex Protection
Joseph Ribkoff
LaSalle College (LCI Éducation)
la Vie en Rose
LAMOUR
Le Château
Le Grand Costumier
Logistik Unicorp
Lolë
MARIGOLD par Marilyne Baril
Minister of Economy and Innovation 
Minister of Education and Higher Education 
Sophie Théallet
Vestechpro 
Vêtement Québec
Peerless Clothing 
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Bikini Village
CEFRIO
Cirque du Soleil
Conseil québécois du commerce de détail (CQCD)
Groupe CTT
Groupe Mark Edwards
Groupe Sub Rosa
la Vie en Rose
LAMOUR
Le Coffret de Rachel
Logistik Unicorp
Made in
Michaud Michaud
Minister of Economy and Innovation 
Nathon Kong
Neli Nelo
Qeebi
Quartier de l’Innovation de Montréal
Retail Council of Canada
Scarzza
Stefanka Technologies
Surmesur
Techno Montréal
The Chamber of Commerce of Metropolitan Montreal 
Trends Connection
Trnds
Vestechpro

En mode croissance : 
BANDIT1SM
Beast Group
Birdz Children & Co
Boutique Evelyne / Culotée.l’agence
Club Tissus
Desloups
Headster Kids
Lait de poule
Le Bonnetier
Lowell MTL
Lox Lion
Lunetterie Générale
MARIGOLD par Marilyne Baril
Melow Design
Miljours Studio
SegSea
Selected Denim Group / Kuwalla Tee
wellDunn

Urbana Marketing

Innovation 
Working Group

Chaired by Jean-Philippe Robert, 
Quartz Co.  

Accent Labels
Alfred Cloutier
Anne-Marie Chagnon
BANG Couture
Beast Group
Boutique Evelyne
Bugatti Group
Camille Côté
Campus Notre-Dame-de-Foy (CNDF)
Canada Economic Development 
Charles Simon
Claudel Lingerie
Collège Durocher Saint-Lambert
Conception Citadin
Quebec Government Office in New York 
Démé Montréal
École supérieure de mode ESG UQAM
Export Québec (MEI)
Global Affairs Canada 
Gorski Group
Headster Kids
J3L Lingerie
Judith & Charles
Katherine Karambelas Jewelry 
la Vie en Rose
LAMARQUE Collection
Le Cartel
Lolë
Lowell MTL
Lox Lion
Madame Sac
Maison Elama
Mark Edwards Group - WANT Les Essentiels
Martino Footwear
Minister of Economy and Innovation 
Mode Ézé Plus
Perlimpinpin
PME MTL Centre-Ouest
Quartz Co.
Richter
ROYER
Scarzza
Second Clothing (Yoga Jeans - Boulder Denim)
SegSea
Selected Denim Group / Kuwalla Tee
SHAN
Techno Montréal
The Chamber of Commerce of Metropolitan Montreal 
The Montreal Fashion Society
Trends Connection
Undigo
wellDunn
Zallerina

Export
Working Group



Member advantages

Benefit from privileged access to a 
dynamic business network of designers, 
manufacturers, wholesalers and 
distributors, retailers, sector-based 
associations, government bodies, 
investors, education and research 
institutions, and many other corporations 
and organizations within the ecosystem.

Generate new business opportunities 
thanks to exclusive networking activities. 

Participate in events, missions and activities 
on the national and international stage. 

Take advantage of twinning, mentoring 
and coaching programs. 

Contribute to active and ongoing industry 
representation within public and other 
organizations. 

Contribute to the growth of the industry by 
taking part in mmode’s strategic areas of 
focus to develop solutions and implement 
concrete action plans. 

Share your point of view and voice your 
concerns over key industry projects. 

Represent the fashion industry at corporate 
activities and events. 

Stay informed on best practices and 
trends, and be the first to hear about 
breaking news and innovations.  

Attend workshops, training programs 
and conferences hosted by world-
renowned experts. 

Share personal news and announcements 
through our communication and social 
media platforms.

Increase your visibility and advertise your 
services on mmode’s new interactive 
website.

Submit your nomination to mmode’s 
Board of Trustees (according to the rules 
of governance).

Participate in the industry’s growing 
movement to connect and regroup key 
players in the sector around common 
goals and strategies, while promoting 
the know-how, creativity and innovation 
of our industry. 

Enjoy discounted rates and/or free 
access to training programs, events and 
conferences organized by mmode and/
or mmode partners.

“ If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, 
go together! ”
By becoming a member of the mmode Cluster, companies with head offices and part of their 
activities in Quebec can take advantage of a range of exclusive benefits including networking, 
representation, business intelligence and outreach, and can even enjoy several discounts.  

18

Networking Business Intelligence

Outreach

Discounts

Representation

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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The mission of the mmode Cluster is to mobilize and coordinate players in Quebec’s fashion industry 
around four key working groups, so they can work together to develop strategies and implement 
concrete solutions to answer the industry’s most pressing challenges.  

mmode’s four
Working Groups

19

100+ players
from all industry sectors, working together towards a common goal.

25+ people
per committee, participating on a volunteer basis in quarterly meetings and workshops to find 
concrete solutions to benefit all industry players.

19 major meetings
not to mention the sub-committee meetings.

Four Working Groups: 2018 in a nutshell 

Industry Image
Working Group

Human 
Resources

Working Group

Innovation
Working Group

Export
Working Group
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Industry Image
Working Group

Valérie Martin

Vice President, Communications, Culture 
& CSR 

—
ALDO Group

The strategic #mtlstyle image campaign was the result 
of months of collaboration, launched in 2018 with the 
support of

Objective
To position Montreal as 
one of the world’s leading 
fashion cities, bringing 
together key industry 
players to create a modern 
and recognizable industry 
image that is unique to 
Quebec and can serve as 
a source of pride for the 
region.

Strategic priorities
1. A common and unifying industry image strategy

Influencers helped launch the #mtlstyle campaign at 
the 2018 Fashion & Design Festival. 

We unveiled our giant mirrors across the city, and a 
shopping map to encourage consumers to visit local 
banners and generate content. 

@mtlstyle_Instagram 
account activation and 
original content creation 

Creative partner

Local outreach (primarily among local consumers 
and media) 

International outreach (primarily among buyers and 
influencers) 

Career promotion (primarily among employers, 
and current and future workers) 

Promotion of the talent, know-how and innovation 
within the industry 

Promotion of the benefits, successes and economic 
spinoffs generated by the sector in Greater 
Montreal and throughout Quebec

2. Attractiveness and economic vitality of the sector 

2018 initiatives

Mirrors created with: 

Chair

•

•

•

•

•
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Kick-start of the initiative to install the #mtlstyle logo 
in Montreal retailers’ store window, to create an easy 
visual cue for the consumer looking for local fashion, 
and to list them on the web and on a shopping map.
 
Partner :  

Rendez-vous #mtlstyle held at [SAT] attended by 
key industry players.

Other achievements
Activation during Fashion Preview #10 and 
streaming of the #mtlstyle video  

Vox-Pop with Lolitta Dandoy at the McCord 
Museum and at the Montreal Museum of Fine 
Arts

Installation of #mtlstyle mirrors in Montreal 
schools to generate original content 

Development of an informative and interactive 
video for companies interested in joining the 
movement

Distribution of the 2018 MontrealStyle Magazine 
during the Las Vegas Mission of the Export 
Working Group

Launch of the spring 2019 edition of the #mtlstyle 
shopping map and mtlstyle.com, a showcase for 
fashion designed and/or manufactured in Montreal.

2019

the metropolitan fashion cluster  |  activity report 2018
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Objective Strategic priorities Chair
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Human Resources
Working Group

The Human Resources Working Group committee developed dozens of mobilizing initiatives to answer the most 
urgent needs of our sector in terms of attracting, retaining and valuing talent. As part of these initiatives, we 
organized two major meetings to give companies and educational institutions a platform to exchange, with the 
goal of aligning the training offer with the demands of the labour market.  

Meeting on the topic of internships at Cégep 
Marie-Victorin.

Workshop on short and professional training at 
Peerless Clothing.

2018 initiatives

Maximize the skills of 
the sector’s workforce by 
implementing solutions, 
programs and initiatives to 
assist in the development, 
attraction, recruitment and 
retention of workers, in 
keeping with the industry’s 
current and future needs.

Mobilization and recognition: mobilize the sector 
while communicating and celebrating successes. 

Adequate job training: strategic and global 
planning for teaching and training based on 
current and future business needs. 

Ongoing training and support: develop a culture 
of sharing, knowledge exchange and skills 
development. 

Recruitment: promote recruitment activities and 
opportunities. 

Retention: communicate and share best retention 
practices. 

Attractiveness: promote the innovation, creativity 
and appeal of the industry, along with the know-
how and value of its talent.  

Access to information: consolidate and 
communicate available resources specific to the 
industry. 

1. 
 

2. 

 

3. 
 
 
 
4. 

5. 
 

6. 
 

7. 

Claude Marchand
President, Managing Director 

—
LCI Education Network 

(LaSalle College)
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Other achievements

Launching of the White Paper, a strategic study 
aimed at developing structuring practices to 
ensure the durability and competitiveness of 
the Quebec fashion sector by 2030.

Unveiling of the ‘Diagnosis of manpower and 
the adequacy of training, skills and employment 
in the fashion sector’ report, produced 
in collaboration with the Conseil Emploi 
Métropole during the RH Mode recruitment 
event. 

The third edition of the mmode Workforce Forum at 
Concordia University on the theme  “Let’s attract the 
best talent”.

Main Partner : 

•

•

•

Collaboration with Montreal International to 
develop an edition of the international recruitment 
and retention event I Choose Montreal, specific to 
the fashion sector 

Raising awareness among governments and 
economic development agencies about the impact 
of labour scarcity in the industry

Establishing a pilot project to better value talent, 
which involved creating employee profiles 
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Objective Strategic priorities

En mode croissance
The first accelerator dedicated exclusively 
to Quebec’s fashion sector! 

Leveraging the expertise of its rich 
ecosystem and unparalleled network of key 
industry players, mmode created this highly 
customized program to focus on the specific 
needs and development of high potential 
entrepreneurs. 

24

 Innovation
Working Group

To boost the industry’s innova-
tion by encouraging entrepre-
neurship, the integration of new 
technologies, and the develop-
ment of an innovative culture 
at every level of the company’s 
value chain. 

Support: maximize partnerships between innovation centres and companies to facilitate 
organizational diagnostics and to develop innovative solutions.  

Financing: communicate and facilitate access to the financial resources needed to launch 
innovative projects. 

Entrepreneurship and succession: lead, promote, support and mentor future workers 
and entrepreneurs in the sector.  

Research and development: share best business practices, promote innovative initiatives 
and foster a collaborative culture of innovation within the industry. 

Communication and recognition: spread good business practices, promote innovative 
initiatives and foster a collaborative culture of innovation within the industry.

Round table on sustainability to identify the actions 
to be implemented within each Working Group.

Committee meeting on innovative retail solutions 
at the headquarters of our valued partner, Telus.

2018 initiatives

1. 
 

2. 

3. 
 
 
4. 

5.
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The cohort En mode croissance The experts En mode croissance  
These experts provide valuable strategic support to 
help entrepreneurs achieve their growth objectives.

Benoît Gordon, lowell mtl
Evelyne Shannon-Drouin, culottée,  
l’agence/boutique evelyne 
Frédérik Guérin, club tissus  
Isabelle Marcotte, bonnetier  
Karina Laflamme, headster kids  
Marilyne Baril, marigold  
Mélissa Bolduc, melow  
Saad Sami Malick, beast group  
Yaniv Abecassis, selected denim group / 
kuwalla tee

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 - The mentors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joey Basmaji, jacob 
Sylvain Carle, real ventures
David Chagnon, anne-marie chagnon  
Chantal Glenisson, mentor 
Daniel Lieberman, groupe lamour  
François Roberge, boutique la vie en rose inc.
Jean-François Sigouin, shan
Eric Wazana, second clothing (yoga jeans &   
boulder denim)

2 - The collaborators
Bernard Mariette, lolë
Marie Saint Pierre, maison marie saint pierre
Peter Simons, maison simons
Richard Simons, maison simons
Jean-Philippe Robert, quartz co.
Alexandre Taillefer, xpnd capital
Marie-Josée Lamothe, tandem international & 
mcgill university’s bensadoun school of retail 
management
Elie Bendavid, école supérieure de mode esg uqam

kpmg
bcf 
cqcd 
emploi-québec
export québec
global affairs canada 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

3 - Project Manager

Ana Marinescu, urbana marketing•

Main Partner : 

Les Ateliers En mode croissance
Given the enthusiasm for this initiative, 
mmode also created the En mode croissance 
Workshops for a limited group of entrepreneurs 
whose potential stood out according to 
the selection committee. They will have the 
opportunity to take part in 4 half-days sessions 
focusing on a specific theme related to growth. 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carole Jacob, bandit1sm
Caroline Lévesque, birdz children & co inc.
Claudia Chassé, lait de poule inc.
Dominique Dunn et Julien Proulx, welldunn
Isabelle Deslauriers, desloups
Julien Couture, lunetterie générale
Marie-Anne Miljours, miljours studio
Marie-Josianne Seguin, segsea
Véronique Carignan, lox lion



Objective Strategic priorities Chair
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Export
Working Group

To promote Montreal as a 
fashion industry hub, and to 
stimulate its development 
in international markets 
and targeted areas, by 
rallying the industry around 
impactful and unifying export 
initiatives while leveraging 
digital opportunities. 

Digital opportunities: create a common digital export 
strategy for the industry to boost its competitiveness 
in international markets in terms of online sales (digital 
marketing, cross-border logistics and operational 
ease). 

Trade missions: develop impactful, industry-mobilizing 
actions at tradeshows by promoting the expertise 
and innovation of Quebec companies, as well as the 
uniqueness and authenticity of Montreal. 

Support and financing: help companies with their 
export ventures by informing them of support and 
financing programs, and by ensuring these programs 
meet the industry’s needs. 

Communication and recognition: share best business 
practices, promote export initiatives and celebrate 
successes. 

Thanks to our key partners:

Jean-Philippe Robert
President

—
Quartz Co.

First Las Vegas mission at the February 2018 MAGIC tradeshow 

1. 
 
 

2. 

 

3. 
 

4.

60 participating Quebec companies from the 
private sector: a level of mobilization never seen 
before 

The MontrealStyle Gallery: a 100% Montreal 
fashion meeting held in the heart of the tradeshow 
venue 

Launch of the 2018 edition of MontrealStyle 
Magazine: 160 pages of Montreal fashion and 
lifestyle 

Attended by Dominique Anglade, former Minister 
of Economy, Science and Innovation for the 
Government of Quebec 

Unprecedented media coverage from Montreal to 
Las Vegas!

•

•

•

•

•
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Other achievements

2018 initiatives

Collaboration to organize the first edition of the 
Export Forum.

The 2nd edition of our Las Vegas mission in February 
2019 at the MAGIC tradeshow.

2019

Exploring mission during London Tech Week in 
collaboration with the Techno Montreal Cluster.

Trade mission at the official residence of Isabelle 
Hudon, Canadian Ambassador in France .

Business relations development meeting with 
Premiere Vision’s executive team.

•

•

•

•

•

Recognition event during the NAFTA negotiations 
held in Montreal in January 2018 

Trade mission to Première Vision New York for 
manufacturers outsourcing their services

Watch missions at North American tradeshows 
(New York, Las Vegas, Denver and Toronto)

Preparation of the 2nd edition of the Las Vegas 
mission held in February 2019

Hosting of two mmode meet & greet events with 
international guests 



mmode in the media

The mmode Cluster: Quebec’s fashion reference in the media 
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Fashion United  
February 21, 2018

Huffpost  
February 15, 2018

L’actualité
February 11, 2018

TVA Nouvelles 
February 12, 2018

Le Droit
February 11, 2018

Dentelle / fleurs  
February 17, 2018

Fashionating world 
February 12, 2018

LaPresse.ca 
February 11, 2018

La Presse+  
February 13, 2018

WWD  
February 20, 2018

TSNN 
February 21, 2018

La Presse+ 
March 2, 2018
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La Presse+ 
August 18, 2018

Journal Métro 
August 23, 2018

Le Journal de Montréal 
August 22, 2018

TVA Nouvelles 
August 22, 2018

Stains of Sunshine  
August 24, 2018

Styled by Seven  
August 27, 2018

Ton Petit Look  
August 27, 2018

Fashion is Everywhere 
August 28, 2018

Very Joëlle  
August 28, 2018

Infopresse  
September 21, 2018

Quotidien 
économique
November 6, 2018

Hebdo Rive Nord
December 4, 2018

mmode and its members enjoyed impressive media coverage 
throughout 2018.



A forward-looking
industry

The mmode Cluster has a bunch of exciting projects coming up in 2019. We’re looking forward to 
what’s ahead, but there’s still a lot to do! With the support of the Secretariat team, members of our 
different working groups, along with mmode partners, will be rolling out concrete and promising 
projects designed to take our industry to new heights.    

Industry Image Working Group 
 
We’re proud to say that the industry image working group’s #mtlstyle campaign 
will continue in full force in 2019! The promotional aspect of this initiative will focus 
primarily on creating content to showcase local brands. We’ll also be applying the 
#mtlstyle signature for certain conversion and sales projects, including the mtlstyle.
com platform. 

Human Resources Working Group 
 
The companies and institutions involved in our HR working group will continue in 
their ongoing efforts to find and implement concrete solutions to meet the specific 
challenges of our industry when it comes to talent recruitment. The fourth edition of 
our Working Group Forum is also scheduled for fall 2019. 

Innovation Working Group   
The mmode accelerator program En mode croissance will be rolled out throughout 
2019 with the first cohort. Building on the success of this initiative, our innovation 
working group is planning to start up a second cohort at the end of the year, 
scheduled to launch in 2020. At the same time, our working groups will be meeting 
throughout the year to discuss different themes, with the goal of stimulating an 
innovation culture and supporting entrepreneurs in their business development.  

Export Working Group 

The export working group’s missions in Las Vegas and Paris will be returning 
for second editions in 2019, and a mission at the ITMA 2019 Textile & Garment 
Technology Exhibition is planned for June. Our report, Le Guide pratique pour une 
stratégie marketing d’influence réussie, produced in collaboration with Made in 
agency and Global Affairs Canada, will also be available throughout 2019. 

These initiatives are just some of the projects mmode has lined up for 2019. Get involved by becoming a member or partner and join 
the movement to help propel the fashion industry’s competitiveness in international markets, contributing to the sector’s influence both 
locally and around the globe. 
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